This paper provides static efficient clustering model based simple Jaccard coefficients that supports XML messages aggregator in order to potentially reduce network traffic. The proposed model works by grouping only highly similar messages with the aim to provide messages with high redundancy for web aggregators. Web messages aggregation has become a significant solution to overcome network bottlenecks and congestions by efficiently reducing network volume by aggregating messages together removing their redundant information. The proposed model performance is compared to both K-Means and Principle Component Analysis (PCA) combined with K-Means. Jaccard based clustering model has shown potential performance as it only consumes around %32 and %25 processing time in comparison with K-Means and PCA combined with K-Means respectively. Quality measure (Aggregator Compression Ratio) has overcome both benchmark models.
Contribution
This paper proposes an efficient clustering model for XML messages based on Jaccard coefficients similarity measurement. This similarity measurement has very low complexity that can guarantee a high network response time. Technically, Jaccard coefficients is calculated for two messages only. However, the proposed model has utilized this similarity metric to find the similarity of more than two messages and group them together. As a result, Web aggregator do not need to worry about finding similar messages and would only aggregate highly similar messages that can produce efficient network traffic reduction. Figure 1 illustrates a suggested scenario for supporting Web aggregators over the cloud by storing Stock Quote endpoints big data in a compact aggregated version over the cloud saving huge storage space.
Evaluation Strategy
An efficient evaluation strategy is designed and implemented by testing the proposed model efficiency. This is achieved by delivering its grouped messages results to the XML based aggregator developed by [2] and check its impact on network traffic reductions (Compression Ratios) and Processing time. The same approach is taken with other clustering models such as K-Means and PCA combined with K-Means as they have been selected as a benchmark for our proposed clustering technique.
Technically, Jaccard clustering model has shown tremendous results in comparison with other models as it consumes potentially less processing power and at the same time overcome them by reducing even more network traffic.
Organization of the Paper
The rest of this paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 illustrates the related work and how other researchers attempted to cluster Web messages. Section 3 explains in details the proposed Jaccard clustering model. Section 4 presents a deep analysis and evaluation results of the proposed model. Finally, section 5 summarizes a conclusion of overall the paper.
Related Work
Several studies have been achieved to provide potential clustering that can group numbers, messages or documents together based on how close they are to each other. A main direction of the developed clustering models is dedicated to cluster XML messages and documents. At the same time, another main direction of clustering techniques is dedicated to work on numbers and cannot work on text unless these textual documents are transformed to a related binary form.
K-Means is one of the best known model based on Euclidian distance function. K-Means selects messages to be centroids and then search the closest messages to be linked with centroid message by having the shortest Euclidian distance. Another study is achieved to enhance K-Means by introducing Principle Component Analysis as a pre-processing to K-Means. PCA is efficient in summarizing data bringing the main information into beginning of its results placement. Data with two-dimensional numbers, PCA will transform them into the same size two-dimensional numbers with %80 of the main information summarized in the first two columns. This fact has been utilized to summarize data and cluster them using only the first %80 information located in the first and second columns. This has created more complexity in comparison with K-Means with better clustering results.
XML messages have gained high interest of researchers and industrial engineers to cluster them directly working on the XML structure and format. Yongming [8] has developed a novel XML based clustering model. They have utilized vector space model with some extensions to capture the similarity parts of XML messages. Their proposed model works on a transformed XML dataset created by extracting features like recording leaf nodes path and weight. The empirical results have shown enhancements to the clustering job. Another model is presented by Hwang and Gu [10] by catching large XML structures and find out their frequencies inside the XML tree and other related tress. Their model works on other traditional features like XML nodes path. They cluster XML messages based on the higher similar frequencies of large XML structures in addition to tags and items. Their results have proven that they enhanced the clustering requirement and provide better results.
Proposed Model
The proposed technique consists of two main concepts: preparing XML messages into binary representation based on a generic numeric template and clustering messages based on Jaccard similarities using a predefined cluster size. Figure 2 shows the main processing components.
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3.1.Dataset Transform
Datasets usually have a specific format that is required for a specific clustering model. In this research, the first step is building XML trees of the considered XML messages. Figures 3 and 4 represent a real XML message example and its XML tree representation respectively. Then, XML matrix form is generated by level order traversing XML messages. Figure 5 shows the XML matrix form of XML tree. XML time series representation would be calculated using their XML matrix forms.
Distinctive items of all XML messages are collected to build their generic vector template in preparation to build the binary dataset of XML messages. Equation 1 illustrates the general shape of the generic vector template.
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Equation 2 illustrates the overall representation of dataset based on the weighted XML items (frequencies).
The Term Frequency with Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is applied to calculate wi as illustrated in Eq. 3.
Where  tf i is the frequency of XML item inside the document d.
 df i is the frequency of documents having instances of XML item.  D is the total number of involved documents in the whole dataset
3.2.Jaccard Coefficients Grouping
Jaccard Coefficients also known as Jaccard Index is a statistical factor that is used to find out similarity of two sets. It is widely applied to work on two sets only (Web messages). In this paper, Jaccard coefficient is applied as a base similarity function to work on a group of messages. The proposed clustering strategy is applied by selecting one of the involved XML messages as a centroid for each targeted cluster. Then, based on a pre-defined cluster size, the proposed model allocates messages based on their Jaccard similarity with the centroid message. Equation 4 illustrates the Jaccard Coefficient similarity metric of two sets A and B.
XML messages first transformed to generate dataset numerical representation. Equation (4) can be simplified into Eq. 5. 
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The proposed model clusters messages based on their generated numerical representation. First, randomly selected messages are distributed into clusters as centres. Then Jaccard coefficients are calculated to the rest of messages in relation to centre points. Finally, messages are allocated to clusters based on the most similar Jaccard metric against the centre message.
Experiments and Discussions
The experiments to testify the proposed Jaccard coefficients clustering has used XML dataset published by [2] that consist of four groups (small, medium, large, and very large) of messages.
Messages have been distributed based on their size as potentially small messages like only 140 bytes allocated to small group and potentially large messages like 53KB allocated to very large group. The evaluation strategy for the proposed model is set to test its resultant clusters by Web messages aggregator achieved by [16] . The same aggregator has applied to messages clusters generated by K-Means and PCA combined with K-Means clustering respectively. Aggregator resultant size reduction, compression ratios and clustering processing time are the main metrics to test our proposed model performance. Overall, the proposed model has potentially outperformed other models. Dhiah .A Figure 6 shows detailed observation for the Jaccard clustering size reduction in comparison with accumulated size of grouped messages without any size reduction. The results show a tremendous network size reduction that can significantly improve network performance and solve network bottlenecks and congestions. Table 1 provides a summary of the overall average compression ratio and clustering time for all models. Our proposed model has competitive compression ratios with K-Means and PCA combined K-Means as has generally outperformed them. Moreover, Jaccard clustering has potentially outperformed other benchmark models by processing time as it only requires about %32 and %25 of K-Means and PCA combined K-Means processing time respectively. Figures 7 and 8 shows detailed compression ratios for all the involved models and clearly Jaccard clustering has outperformed other techniques. Figure 9 illustrates the processing time in comparison with other benchmark models as the proposed technique has potentially outperformed them.
Conclusions
Web messages have been generated and used significantly over the network to exchange information. Generally, networks suffer from bottlenecks and congestions. Aggregation of Web messages would improve networks potentially. Efficient clustering would be a significant alternative to basic similarity measurements. This paper has proposed Jaccard Coefficient for clustering based on a predefined cluster size. Experiments have shown great achievement by the proposed model in comparison with both K-Means and PCA combined with K-Means as it outperformed them in both resultant compression ratios and clustering time. For future work, we are planning to deploy Jaccard clustering inside a large scale inter-cloud and measure its real-time performance. 
